Investing has never been so simple

The Doge Whisperer
The dog coins are out of control, the meme market is full of rug pulls
and scams. Only one man can bring order to the chaos.
Making money in DeFi should be an easy process, all it takes is trust
between a project and its community.
Get ready for 100% fair, open and transparent investing that means
WAGMI, and you can Ape Safe knowing your investment is Safu.
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1. Project Overview
Whilst there are very legi�mate DOG and MEME tokens on the market, it is also filled with
less than reputable ones whose only goal is to extract value from their communi�es. Greed
runs wild and false promises leave a trail of broken investors along the way.
The Doge whisperers are here to change this, and it all starts with our zero team token fair
launch Market Genera�on Event.
No stealth launch here so our buddies can buy all the cheap tokens and dump all over the
community. no special deals with callers who can do the same. The is DeFi done properly,
Strong liquidity and an even start for everybody is our main focus.
Then the marke�ng can grow the investments of all community members and we will have
built strong founda�ons to ensure we can keep delivering value for the earliest investors, and
those who join us along the way.
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2. Safety First
The most important part of any project in our opinion is full transparency with the
investors.This ensures they can invest with 100% confidence.
To this end The Doge Whisperers make the following commitments. 100% of the
funds raised from the fair launch will be added to liquidity. This liquidity will be
locked indefinitely.
The keys for the LP wallet will be destroyed to make sure of this. All Vault wallet
Addresses will be made public so the community can see exactly how the funds
in them are being used and know the team cannot simply take the funds.
Token contract will be audited and fully public so the community can review and
be sure we cannot execute any functions that would allow us to harm our
community. The Doge whisperers are here to stay, and our community is the most
important thing to us.
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3. Fair launch/Tokenomics
In order to ensure we all start on an equal footing we will launch our token via a
fair launch. The fair launch event will last for seven days. Each day will have a set
amount of tokens and users can pledge any amount of ETH each day with no
limits.
We want our launch to be 100% fair but also with an element of game theory to
make it fun for the community to participate. The launch method will ensure
whales are not able to gain any unfair early advantages and Bots can not front run
the TGE.
Token Supply: 900,000,000,000. Each Day will be assigned a set number of
tokens.
Day 1

56,250,000,000

Day 2

56,250,000,000

Day 3

56,250,000,000

Day 4

75,000,000,000

Day 5

93,750,000,000

Day 6

112,500,000,000

Day 7

150,000,000,000

•

All funds raised from this event will be added to the liquidity with
300,000,000,000 $TSST tokens.

•

No more tokens will ever be minted and the supply of 900,000,000,000 will
be deflationary due to burns.
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4. Tax Distibution
$TSST will have a built in 10% Tax on all Buys and Sells.
The distribution of this tax will be:
3% To the WAGMI Vault
2% To the Burn Baby Burn Vault. (All funds in this vault will be used to buy back and burn $TSST)
2% To the Safe Ape Vault
3% To the DEV/Team Fund
As you can see 70% of the token tax will go directly back to the community. The
3% DEV/Marketing Fee will enable our team to run the project with a minimum
amount of value extracted.
Our team will have 100% self funded the project and will hold ZERO team tokens.
Our team will have to enter the sale rounds the same as everybody else.
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5. Wagmi Vault
This vault serves two simple purposes to ensure every member of the Doge
Whisperer crew can make it:
1. Marketing, Marketing & Marketing!
Ensuring marketing is kept constant so there is always as many eyes on the
project as possible. This ensures consistent value for every investor old or new.
2. Community Lottery/Giveaways ‘Give the value back’
This is the very mantra of the Doge Whisperers. The community lottery will be a
set prize pool and each time that amount is reached it will be distributed
randomly amongst our holders. There will be a minimum required holding to
qualify for the lottery.
Why should projects only reward their communities when it suits them? We will
have constant leader boards and prizes to reward community engagement as well
as giveaways for simply being a part of the Doge Whisper Crew!
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6. Safe Ape Vault
Rug pulls and scams are becoming far too common these days. But it is also
harder to distinguish which token could be the next 100x, which is why many take
the risks in the first place.
Well the Doge Whisperer Crew thinks there should be a risk free way to ape and
make degen moves. This is where our safe ape vault comes into play. The
community will be able to put forward new projects along with those the Doge
Whisperers will seek and the funds from the vault can be used to buy early into
these projects. Users can then support this ape play by staking their $TSST
tokens.
After a set amount of time or a set target is reached, the tokens obtained from
the buy in will be distributed as rewards. However, should the project Rug, scam
or just perform badly, you can claim your $TSST tokens back with no losses
incurred.
Why risk your own funds, when the Doge Whisperer Crew can take the risks for
you?
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7. Building Bridges
The $TSST token will initially be launched on the Ethereum network. We as a team
are fully aware that some feel the TX fees here can be a barrier to entry, but we
also feel Ethereum is still the OG network in the game for projects like ours.
However our intention will be to release subsequent versions of the token on as
many L1 or other network solutions our community would like to see us on.
We will then ensure development of bridges meaning users can send their tokens
to and from any network they desire as easy as possible. Liquidity for these
launches will be generated from the WAGMI vault.
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Roadmap
Phase One

2. Safety First

Launch Social Media & Telegram
Marketing, marketing & Marketing

The most important part of any project in our opinion is full transparency with the
investors.This ensures they can invest with 100% confidence.
To this end The Doge Whisperers make the following commitments.100% of the funds raised
from the fair launch will be added to liquidity. This liquidity will be locked indefinitely.

Phase Two

The keys for the LP wallet will be destroyed to make sure of this.All Vault wallet Addresses
will be made public so the community can see exactly how
the funds
them are Vault
being used
Initiate
theinWAGMI
and know the team cannot simply take the funds.

CoinGecko
& CoinMarketCap
Listings
Token contract will be audited and fully
public so the community
can review and
be sure we
cannot execute any func�ons.
Develop & launch the Safe Ape contracts

Phase Three
Begin Deployment to chosen network solutions
Develop the bridges

Phase Four
You would't believe us even if we told you..
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